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Derivatives Spread Now 100 to 1
Terrorist Hedge Fund Fingered
2000 Presidential Election Fraudster Arrested
by Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert

UNITED STATES of America - It can now be reported that President Barack
Obama along with former President George Herbert Walker Bush, former
Russian Federation President Vladimir Putin, Queen Elizabeth II of United
Kingdom, along Queen Beatrix of the Netherlands, have struck a deal that is
designed to take oil prices to $100 a barrel by late November of 2009.
This latest massive Ponzi Scheme is designed to have Russian financial support
to buy U.S. stocks and bonds in return for a concentrated worldwide trading
effort to take oil prices above $90 a barrel, which would allow the Russian
Federation to re-collateralize corporate oil derivatives still linked to J.P.
Morgan Chase with a tie in to the noted Russian oil giant Gazprom, which had
absorbed toxic assets from the other Russian oil giant and noted mega Mossad
money laundry, Yukos Oil.
Note: It was roughly two years ago that Vladimir Putin seized Yukos and
charged the mega Mossad corporate ownership with tax evasion.
The latest New World Order Ponzi Scheme also has links to the government of
Canada, which, along with the Russian Federation, underwrote a $213
TRILLION bond issue designed to further more worldwide derivative fraud and
affectively attempt to bail out the corrupt U.S. Federal Reserve, which now has
been fingered in enabling the LOOTING of both the U.S. and Chinese Treasuries.
Note: At the end of the Clinton-Gore Administration in the year 2001, the
derivative spread was a 5 to 1. It was eventually taken to 40 to 1 by the
BushFRAUD Administration, and now the derivatives have been compounded by
Obama and Geithner to an unbelievable 100 to 1 ratio.
And now it gets worse!
We can now divulge that the latest arrest of Raj Rajaratnam of the Galleon
Group Hedge Fund is connecting the dots to the secret trading platforms in
India and Pakistan, which not only LOOTED the U.S. and Chinese Treasuries,
but has been directly linked to a noted Islamic charity known as CARE, which
has now been linked by FBI and U.S. Treasury investigators to the financing of
alleged Al Qaeda aka worldwide terrorist activity.

We can now further divulge that the Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate,
along with their enablers like former SEC Chairman Christopher Cox and former
British Prime Minister Anthony Blair, have secret accounts tied to the Galleon
Group hedge fund.
We can further report that fraudulent derivative trading activity took place
within the Galleon Group hedge fund with a paper trail to none other than the
Bernard Madoff Ponzi Scheme.
We can also reveal that evidence has surfaced tying the Galleon Group hedge
fund to the financial backing of the Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate
assassination of former India Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto and to the Mumbai
(Bombay), India terrorist attack.
It should come as not surprise, folks, that FBI and U.S. Treasury investigators
are having troubling entering Pakistan at this time given the current increase
in violence and terrorist activity, which clearly has been scripted and ordered
by the Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate to prevent these investigators
access to Pakistan and gather evidence tied to the Galleon Group Hedge Fund.
Former Clinton Administration National Security Advisor Bobby Inman and
former CIA Director James Woolsey, along with Pakistani ISI, are coordinating
this terrorist activity in Pakistan. Obama National Security Advisor General
Jones has briefed President Obama on this TREASON, which is occurring, but
Obama, since his meeting with his 'handler', sociopath and Satanist, former
President George Herbert Walker Bush aka daddy Bush, is ignoring General
Jones and instead is taking orders from none other than daddy Bush himself.
P.S. Barack Obama's recent appointment of Adam Storch, formerly of Deloitte
and Touche and Goldman Sachs, as the new head of SEC enforcement is a
massive slap in the face to the American People and ties in to the recent arrest
of Stewart David Nozette who was recently arrested on charges of espionage
and spying on behalf of the state of Israel.
Both Storch and Nozette actually worked together, along with Deloitte &
Touche and the Israeli Mossad, to script and plot the satellite theft of the year
2000 presidential election aka the NASA satellite direct electronic theft of the
states of West Virginia, Tennessee, Missouri, New Hampshire and Florida from
then Vice President, now year 2000 duly elected President Albert Gore Jr.
The headquarters for this electronic election-stealing criminal conspiracy took
place at the Baypoint Schools in Boca Raton, Florida and in none other than
Yorkshire, England with the full cooperation of her majesty, Queen Elizabeth II.
Both Nozette and Storch have also been tied to using illegal satellite
transmissions to aid Goldman Sachs, along with the Bernard Madoff Ponzi

Scheme, to illegal insider and front running trading and illegally moving
BILLIONS of dollars in proceeds to secret offshore accounts in India, Pakistan,
the Netherlands, Norway and Sweden, as well as the United Kingdom.
We will have further updates on this Nozette-Storch link in our next
intelligence briefing.

P.P.S. At this hour we can divulge that their are forces in the United
Kingdom, which are demanding Queen Elizabeth II abdicate her
throne given the fact that new evidence has surfaced linking her to
criminal financial activity involving the U.S. Federal Reserve
System, including trying to RAID the U.S. Social Security Trust
Fund.
We can also divulge that sources in the United Kingdom are ready
to produce evidence that the House of Windsor aka German House
of Hanover actually forwarded troop locations and army movements
of both the British Expeditionary Forces and French Military
divisions during the period of 1939 and 1940 at the beginning of
World War II.
This HIGH Treason by the German House of Hanover aka British
House of Windsor contributed to the British-French defeat at
Dunkirk in June of 1940.
And, of course, it gets worse!
Aiding and abetting the TREASONOUS German-British monarchy
was none other than the late Prescott Bush, father of former
President George Herbert Walker Bush and grandfather of nation
wrecker, election stealer, cocaine snorting, homosexual in-thecloset, AWOL, U.S. Treasury embezzler and war criminal, George W.
BushFRAUD.
Prescott Bush actually operated as a German NAZI spy during World
War II and was actually questioned by the FBI concerning his PREknowledge of the allied invasion of Normandy, which numerous FBI
investigators at the time thought Prescott was about to leak to
Adolf Hitler himself.
The New York Times is sitting on this story concerning allegations
that Prescott Bush was actually a NAZI spy during World War II.

P.P.P.S. The current attempt to smear the late former French President
Francois Mitterrand with stories appearing in the French press accusing
Mitterrand of sexual misconduct are stories being bought and paid for by
British Intelligence operatives Christopher Story and Michael Cottrell and noted
Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate 'black op' operative and Nazi Colonel
Dana Wilcox.

It should be noted that former White House occupant BushFRAUD
was given a $6.2 TRILLION loan by his business partner, British
NAZI Queen Elizabeth II in order to have BushFRAUD implement the
Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols.
BushFRAUD and his daddy, along with their business partners, Bill
and Hillary Clinton, proceeded to STEAL the money and then lost it
in illicit trading made through the Galleon Group hedge fund tied to
their secret trading platforms in India and Pakistan.
Now Queenie Pooh wants her money back from her business partner
BushFRAUD who refuses to give it to her.
So now you see, folks, why Christopher Story and Michael Cottrell are attacking
American Patriot Ambassador Leo Wanta, along with the late President of
France, Francois Mitterrand, because the $6.2 TRILLION are under the
administrative control of Ambassador Leo Wanta, NOT the British Monarch or
George W. BushFRAUD.

It is the U.S. and French Treasuries that are due these funds
NOT the British.

